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Chapter 701: locking 

They thought it was Ye Sutian’s true power just now, who could have imagined that Ye Sutian at this 

moment was the power of the Kunlun Xu Demon King! 

 

Jian Xue Shen's face changed a lot, and it was even harder to see the extreme! 

 

As if undergoing a great humiliation! 

 

Looking at the disciples and elders around him, the anger in his heart rushed directly above his head! 

 

Damn it! 

 

After hesitating for a few seconds, he took out a piece of jade from his pocket, which was similar to a 

Huaxia mobile phone. 

 

Used for communication between sects. 

 

He didn't dare to bet on the fate of the blood alliance, the power that Ye Jitian had just displayed, even 

he couldn't compete! 

 

Right now, the only thing he can be sure of is that he can't move his sword! 

 

Otherwise, it will die. 

 

He must look for allies, the existence of Ye Jitian is too bad! 

 

If you let him leave today, the next time the blood alliance will be destroyed! 

 

No matter what, Ye Jitian must die! 



 

A drop of blood penetrated into the jade, and the light shone. 

 

"Found Ye Sutian! This son is in my blood alliance! Kunlun Xu signed the sect of a hundred sects to kill, 

and everyone sent their forces to come! If Ye Sutian is let go today, the next time our hundred sects will 

perish!" 

 

After speaking, he smashed the jade directly. 

 

All he can do is wait for the Zongmen to come and support! 

 

Several sects close to the blood alliance will inevitably dare to come upon receiving news. 

 

After doing all this, Jian Xue sinking his eyes cold, and went crazy toward Ye Chen! 

 

A spear was directly sacrificed in his hand! 

 

The sword is controllable, but he doesn't believe that the spear is also controllable! 

 

"Ye Jitian, good! Very good! I want to learn, what the **** do you have!" 

 

The words fell, the spear in his hand broke through the air! 

 

Above the sky, thunderclouds rolled instantly! 

 

In turn, countless thunder and lightning fell, slamming heavily on the spear. 

 

This blow caused violent thunder and lightning! 

 



Thunder and lightning wears a sword **** body like armor! 

 

Jian Xue Shen's eyes flashed with bloodthirsty and madness! 

 

In the past month, how many people have been killed by Ye Jitian! 

 

Since the incident of Yibaoge, the blood alliance has become Kunlun Xu's joke! 

 

Who wants to bear this shame! 

 

No matter what, Ye Jitian must die! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the spear full of violent thunder and lightning, this coercion and power were far 

beyond what he could now contend with. 

 

In desperation, he could only spread his five fingers: "Poyang sword, come!" 

 

The thunder and lightning of Ye Chen's life talisman burst open, and the ten thousand swords 

condensed, and the sword shadow seemed to be tens of feet, and also turned into thunder, colliding 

away! 

 

The two forces collided! 

 

But this time, Ye Chen shook back 30 steps. 

 

The gap between the two is too big! 

 

The blood alliance is the master of a sect! 

 

The strength far exceeds those of the elders, how can the opponent's full strength contend! 



 

Jian Xue Shen's mouth revealed a successful smile: "Ye Jitian and Kunlun Xu are all rumoring that your 

strength is in the Return to Void Realm. Now it seems that your true strength is at best in the Saint 

Realm! That's all! " 

 

"The entire Kunlun Xu was deceived by you! But I can't sink blood!" 

 

"You killed so many disciples of my blood alliance, today, I will cut off your head and hang it outside the 

door for three days! Let all the experts in Kunlun Void know that my sword blood will kill the nightmare 

Ye Sutian!" 

 

The breath of Jian Xue Shen's body burst out, and the meaning of the spear burst out. 

 

In an instant, the aura of heaven and earth madly gathered towards the spear! 

 

Countless thunder and lightning are flooded, and the air is shaking! 

 

Gradually, the spear broke free from Jian Xuesheng's hand, and hurried towards Ye Chen! 

 

The cold wind howled, and the killing intent struck. 

 

That long spear seemed to be turned into a thousand feet in an instant. 

 

The sword blood sinking zhenqi acted on the feet, floating in the air. 

 

His eyes narrowed slightly, and a trace of excitement continued to erupt in his heart. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen looked at the spear coming, his head turned quickly. 

 

His dantian's true energy is almost completely absent, and it is difficult to resist this blow. 



 

It really doesn't work, he can only ask the master Duan Leiren to do it! 

 

He also has four Taikoo Xushi Dan. Master Duan Leiren once said that the Taikoo Xushi Dan is extremely 

important to him. 

 

You can even make him materialize. 

 

Once the substance is real, it can help him in real life. 

 

Seeing the gun light getting closer and closer, Ye Chen stopped thinking about it. Just about to 

communicate with Duan Leiren, Yu Guang noticed a simple silver needle in the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

This was obtained when he comprehended Lin Qingxuan's medical teachings in front of the 

Qingxuanfeng stele. 

 

This silver needle condenses that spirit of spirit. 

 

Lin Qingxuan told him that this needle would be one of his most important means of life-saving. 

Although he didn't elaborate, Ye Chen could feel the extraordinaryness of the silver needle. 

 

The next second, this silver needle appeared between his fingers. 

 

As soon as the silver needle came out, large black clouds surged above the sky. 

 

Cover the sky, as if the end is coming! 

 

Even the Thunder Cloud above Jian Xue Shen felt something wrong and suddenly disappeared. 

 

Jian Xue Shen suddenly had a bad feeling in his heart! 



 

Has the natural vision changed? 

 

He looked at the young man not far away and found that the other party did not use any weapons! 

 

Instead, he held a silver needle in his hand! 

 

"Boy, is it possible that you still want to use silver to target the blood spirit thunder gun against me! 

Looking for death!" 

 

"I might as well tell you that my blood spirit thunder gun was refined by a great exhaustion thousands of 

years ago. Don't try to break any power! The key is that I and this gun have already shed blood to 

recognize the Lord, only I can Take control!" 

 

"For a hundred years, the blood spirit thunder gun has contaminated at least nearly a thousand lives! 

And you are the smallest existence among them! Death!" 

 

With a roar, the spear light suddenly accelerated and pierced Ye Chen's chest! 

 

No one can stop it. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen looked at the guns getting older and closer, no longer hesitating: "Although I 

haven't used it before, Lin Qingxuan is so sure, it's definitely not weak!" 

 

"Silver Needle, let me see your power today!" 

 

Ye Chen drew the two-finger silver needle! 

 

In an instant, the radiance was radiant and covered! 

 



"Swish!" With a sound, Silver Needle broke free of Ye Chen's arm and flew out! 

 

As if heading towards the blood spirit thunder spear! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

The killing intent suddenly rises, and the power of heaven and earth is used! 

 

The boundless energy condensed, and the small silver needle actually expanded on the spot! 

 

In a blink of an eye, it turned into a crimson long spear! 

 

There was a burst of crisp noise. 

 

Even let everyone find in a daze that this hundred-zhang spear is about to break everything in front of 

them! 

 

"Ding!" 

 

The crimson Baizhang long spear directly collided with the Blood Spirit Thunder Spear! 

 

The original powerful blood spirit thunder gun became extremely small at this moment! 

 

After the loud noise, the blood spirit thunder gun of the sword blood sedimentation was directly turned 

into powder! 

 

No one can stop it! 

 

This is far from over! 



 

A violent wave of air suddenly surged  The dazzling firelight flickered, and the earth trembled violently. 

 

The Baizhang long spear once again went to the sword blood! 

 

Once it falls, it will directly turn into blood mist! 

 

The remaining strong blood alliance was completely frightened, who would have thought that this 

attack was so terrifying! 

 

The key is that this **** was formed by a silver needle! 

 

Jian Xue Shen smiled stiffly! 

 

He was cold all over, as if locked in death! 

Chapter 702: The momentum is monstrous! 

"What kind of power is this! This is not martial art, this is a disappearing medical technique!" 

 

"Lin Qingxuan! Lin Qingxuan in ancient times once broke out this blow!" 

 

Jian Xuechen's eyes suddenly shot at Ye Chen, and a panicked voice sounded: "Ye Sutian, who are you! 

Why do you still heal! Why!" 

 

Seeing that the hundred long spears were about to fall, there was no chance for Jian Xue Shen to 

consider it! 

 

If he wants to live, he must stop it! 

 

No longer thinking about it, he quickly forced a drop of blood! 

 



At the same time, fingers quickly pinch! 

 

A quaint red door stood suddenly! In front of him. 

 

The red door is quaint, with countless Sanskrit characters engraved on it! 

 

This is the core of the blood alliance, and the tattoo on the neck of every blood alliance is the same. 

 

This is also the greatest means of sword blood sedimentation. 

 

He has no choice now! 

 

As soon as the red door came out, the sky shook. 

 

The door closed, as if forming a red barrier around Jian Xue Shen! 

 

The supreme majesty permeated. 

 

And the long spear did not stay at all! 

 

The power of heaven and earth is within a hundred zhang spear, and the power of heaven and earth is 

used by oneself. 

 

The medical path changes, everything is silent! 

 

It seems that the supreme years spanning the long river of history pierced the world in half. 

 

Half for life and half for death! 

 



The large black cloud that seemed to be apocalyptic was also broken open, and a ray of light enveloped 

it. 

 

Rumble! 

 

The sky and the earth are shaking, and the mountains and rivers are silent. 

 

The red door could not be stopped at all, it shattered directly! 

 

The only thing that can be done is to minimize the power of the Hundred-Zhang Long Spear! 

 

At this moment, it seemed as if the two planets collided, rippling endless flames. 

 

The air wave burst, and with Ye Chen and Jian's blood sink as the center, the earth in a radius of several 

hundred meters seemed to be overturned. 

 

The once glorious palace of the blood alliance was razed to the ground on the spot. 

 

Dust was flying, rubble was splashing everywhere. 

 

Hundreds of spears touched the sword blood sedimentation and penetrated directly! 

 

"puff!" 

 

The sword blood spit out a mouthful of blood! 

 

His body was nailed into the ruins like a nail. 

 

Not to die or to waste. 



 

He wanted to speak, but the price of each sentence was the constant vomiting of blood. 

 

Ye Chen on the side was surprised, he couldn't think that the silver needle had such power! 

 

This is too scary. 

 

He just wanted to take a step when he felt a soreness throughout his body. Not only that, but the aura 

of his dantian completely disappeared. 

 

The powerful backlash made him spit out a mouthful of blood and almost fell. 

 

He found that the silver needle is powerful, but the effect is not what he can bear now! 

 

Ye Chen quickly took out some herbs and medicinal pills, chewed and took them. 

 

Still useless. 

 

In desperation, he could only endure the pain, step by step towards the sword blood. 

 

Jian's **** body was too embarrassed, although he was seriously injured, his face was still hideous! 

 

"Ye Jitian! I don't care what your origin is! You killed me and ruined the blood alliance will only make the 

countless forces of Kunlun Void want to kill you even more!" 

 

"You are not tolerated by heaven and earth, and even less for Kunlun Xu!" 

 

"The rules that Kunlun Xu has established for thousands of years have been broken by you. The forces 

behind you and the sect, everyone around you will have troubles! This is not alarmist!" 

 



Ye Chen ignored it, smiled, holding Poyang Sword in his hand. 

 

Even if the whole body is uncomfortable, the sword blood sedimentation must die! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen seemed to be a killer sword coming out of the body, the sword light flickered, 

and the sword energy overflowed. 

 

A single look seems to be able to destroy everything in the world. 

 

He glanced at the corpses around him and smiled: "Jian Xue Shen, don't you want to know what I look 

like?" 

 

"In that case, I will give you a chance today." 

 

Ye Chen grabbed the mask with his left hand, and the mask was taken off directly, revealing a handsome 

face. 

 

One second. 

 

Two seconds. 

 

Three seconds. 

 

The atmosphere completely solidified. 

 

Jian Xue Shen's eyes almost stared out! 

 

Ye Sitian is actually Ye Chen of China! 

 

He finally understood why Ye Jitian wanted to save Ye Tianzheng, a waste person! 



 

This is a father and son, why not save it! 

 

In fact, he suspected it from the beginning, all the signs were on the surface, and the details of the two 

were too coincident. 

 

But when he compared Ye Chen's strength with Ye Jitian, it seemed impossible! 

 

Suddenly, a cold long sword steadily landed on Jian Xueshen's neck. 

 

It was Ye Chen. 

 

"I gave you a chance, but you don't cherish it. You shouldn't do anything wrong with your blood. It's just 

to touch my parents. Today I will behead your head!" 

 

The sword blood sank and his eyes shrank, he could feel that the sword had penetrated into his skin, if 

he got closer, he would definitely die! 

 

"Ye Chen, if you are willing to let me go, you and I will ensure that the water in the well is not in the 

river!" 

 

"Also, I have already notified the people of the other sects to come. If you want to leave here, it would 

be impossible without me!" 

 

"You are crushing the blood alliance today. Can you guarantee that next time, if a hundred sects will 

attack you, you are eligible to live?" 

 

Just as Jian Xuechen wanted to continue speaking, he heard the sudden sound of footsteps. 

 

Not surprisingly, it was a sect nearby! 

 



There are not many people, only fifty strong! 

 

But now Ye Chen's body almost collapsed, and he has no power to fight at all. 

 

The fifty people saw that the blood alliance and the sword blood sink were so embarrassed and 

miserable, they took a breath. 

 

The sword blood sedimentation can feel Ye Chen's weakness, and the strength of the silver needle is 

probably Ye Chen's strongest strength! 

 

With Ye Chen's current state, unable to bear the load of anyone, this is the greatest opportunity! 

 

The Sect Master who had just arrived looked at the shocking scene and exclaimed: "How can this be like 

this!" 

 

Jian Xue Shen thought about everything, and quickly roared: "Sect Master Fang, hurry! Kill this little 

beast! Hurry! He has no power to resist now!" 

 

The newly arrived Sect Master Fang and the strong behind him instantly reacted, just about to start, 

countless footsteps behind him sounded again! 

 

Jian Xue Shen's heart is ecstatic! 

 

Another sect with a hundred pursuit orders is here! 

 

Today, both Ye Chen and Ye Jitian are hard to fly! 

 

Regardless of the injury on his body, Jian Xue Shen spit out blood, but at the same time smiled grimly! 

 

"Should I call you Ye Sutian or Ye Chen now? You can experience despair now!" 



 

"At the price of my serious injury, even if my cultivation is lost and your father and son's lives are 

replaced, I will ultimately win!" 

 

"Next there will be more and more sects surrounding this place, you have no chance! You can only fall 

here! Haha!" 

 

After the words fell, a hundred figures rushed in! 

 

Holding a long sword, murderous awe-inspiring! The momentum is monstrous! 

 

Surrounded everyone! 

 

Jian Xue Shen and Sect Master Fang were slightly startled when they saw so many powerful men. 

 

What sect is so efficient? 

 

Suddenly Jian Xue Shen saw the old man headed! 

 

It is actually Wan Jianzong! 

 

But Wan Jianzong is some distance away from here, how could he arrive so quickly? 

 

He didn't think too much, swallowed a mouthful of blood, and said seriously: "Sect Master Ling, you and 

your Ten Thousand Sword Sect are interested, and you come so quickly, with your help, this Ye Qitian 

will undoubtedly die!" 

 

"Sect Master Fang, Sect Master Ling, Chi Ze has changed, hurry up and kill this little beast!" 

 

Sect Master Fang nodded, and just wanted to make a move, only to find an extra sword on his neck! 



 

It was a golden robe elder from Wan Jianzong who shot! 

 

What the **** is this? 

 

Just when Sect Master Fang and Jian Xue were puzzled, Sect Master Wan Jian Sect of  

stepped forward, came to Ye Chen's front, and knelt directly! 

 

"Ten Thousand Sword Sect Lingyun degree, pay respect to Master!" 

 

Afterwards, the hundreds of powerful men of Wan Jianzong knelt down! 

 

A shocking roar resounded! 

 

"Shen Shixi, see Master!" 

 

"Disciple, see Master!" 

 

An invisible evil spirit enveloped the audience! 

 

Faith from Wan Jianzong! 

 

The excitement will continue tomorrow, by the way, ask for a recommendation ticket. 

Chapter 703: Nightmare! 

At this moment, the air seemed to freeze. 

 

The whole world fell silent. 

 

The echo of the word "Master" is in the world! 



 

For a long time. 

 

I saw a hundred people kneel down, all black! 

 

This picture is eye-catching enough! 

 

This is Wan Jianzong! 

 

Although Wan Jianzong is not a powerful sect in Kunlun Xu, among many sects, the top 50 are definitely 

ranked! 

 

If you talk about kendo, Wan Jianzong is enough to win the top ten of kendo sect! 

 

It's such a existence, but all kneel down at this moment! 

 

What the **** is this! 

 

The key is the same with Sect Master Ling Yundu of Wanjian Sect! 

 

Ling Yundu's sword is overwhelming, his heart is arrogant, and he usually talks coldly with people! 

 

Kunlun Xu is also famous for his stubborn temper! 

 

Such a person actually knelt down to the young man in front of him! 

 

Sect Master Fang, and dozens of people behind him held their breaths, and even rubbed their eyes. 

 

It's like a dream! 



 

The key is that all this happened too illusory! 

 

Some people even slid the sword on their arm. 

 

The tingling sensation is extremely clear. 

 

This is real! 

 

"hiss!" 

 

The crowd took a breath, and stared at the cold and arrogant young man. 

 

The youth is full of scars, but stands like a green pine, with a peerless posture! 

 

Those eyes are like cold stars, once touched, it is killing. 

 

This is Ye Jitian, that Ye Jitian who made Kunlun utterly feared? 

 

Jian Xue Shen's face was very ugly, and he couldn't resist at all now! 

 

I thought Wan Jianzong was here to encircle Ye Sutian! 

 

Now the **** is actually standing on Ye Xitian's side? 

 

Master? 

 

How could a boy in his twenties be the master of Wan Jianzong! 

 



impossible! 

 

Jian Xue Shen forcibly swallowed a mouthful of blood, staring at the half-kneeling Ling Yundu, and 

asked: "Grandmaster Ling, you... are you sure you are not mistaken, this is your master? He is probably 

old enough. Be your grandson!" 

 

Ling Yundu still lowered his head and said lightly: "Sword blood, if you talk nonsense, I will kill you!" 

 

After speaking, he looked at Ye Chen and respectfully said: "Master, what should I do now!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the hundreds of people kneeling around and didn't know what to do. 

 

This is what Chen Tianli left behind in Kunlun Xu? 

 

Although Wan Jianzong is not a top sect, but right now, it is enough to contend with everything. 

 

Did Chen Tianli deliberately arrange this chess piece without knowing the prophet? 

 

He didn't think too much, and waved his arm gently: "Get up." 

 

With this sentence, everyone in Wan Jianzong stood up, like a javelin, with cold eyes! 

 

"It's Master!" 

 

"Swipe!" 

 

Neat to the extreme! 

 

At the same time, an invisible killing intent was covered and shrouded in everyone's hearts! 



 

Sect Master Fang and Jian Xuesheng were completely determined at this moment, this Ye Jitian is really 

the master of Wan Jianzong! 

 

Otherwise, it is impossible for a sect to make jokes about this kind of thing! 

 

The point is this **** illogical! 

 

Could it be that Ye Xitian was not a young man at all, and his roots were also disguised? 

 

His true identity is a great power of Wan Jianzong? 

 

Power from ancient times to the present? 

 

The more they thought about it, the more likely it was, otherwise Ye Jitian alone would not be able to 

achieve this effect. 

 

And this can also explain why Ye Jitian's strength fluctuated from high to low! There are so many magic 

weapons against the sky! 

 

Sect Master Fang felt the killing intent behind him, and knew that it was impossible to take Ye Sutian in 

front of Wan Jianzong today. 

 

He could only clinch his hands and smile and said: "Senior Ye, I'm really embarrassed, this sect listened 

to the slander of the sword blood sink, and then rashly shot. Since all this is a misunderstanding, then I 

will leave with the sect disciple." 

 

He knew very well that there would be no chance if he did not leave! 

 

"let's go!" 

 



Sect Master Fang waved his hand, just about to turn around and leave, only to find ten Wanjianzong 

elders blocking the gate of the blood alliance! 

 

Ten long swords came out and pointed directly at them! 

 

Did not intend to give way at all. 

 

"Sect Master Ling, what are you..." 

 

Sect Master Fang looked at Ling Yundu, pretending to be surprised. 

 

Ling Yundu let out a cold snort, and released arrogantly: "I'm sorry, no one can leave without the 

command of the master!" 

 

Sect Master Fang was taken aback, his face sinking: "Ling Yundu, are you a bit too much? I have nothing 

to do with your master, and I didn't even do anything. Could it be that you still want to keep me here 

forever?" 

 

Ling Yundu ignored it, but looked at Ye Chen and said lightly: "Master, how do you deal with these 

people!" 

 

Ye Chen squinted his eyes and glanced at everyone. 

 

Countless people shy away from sight! 

 

The fear does not come from Ye Chen's strength, but the identity behind Ye Chen! 

 

Even Ling Yundu has to call Master, how can such a person offend! 

 

"Not urgent." 



 

Ye Chen's voice fell faintly, as if giving everyone a probation. 

 

Afterwards, he walked towards Jian Xue Shen, every step like death. 

 

Soon, his footsteps stopped, condescendingly looking at Jian's blood sink: "You have been trapped by 

my father, do you know what? Tell me everything you know, I may give you a good way to die." 

 

Sword blood sedimentation is very clear, he was completely defeated in this battle! 

 

But as the leader of the blood alliance, he will naturally not give in! 

 

Suddenly, he burst out laughing, laughing crazy! 

 

"I don't care if you are Ye Chen or Ye Jitian! I know your secret! I have always wanted to determine the 

relationship between you and the Kunlun Xuye Family. 

 

Now I am extremely sure that you must be related to the Kunlun Xuye Family! " 

 

"Do you think everything can end by killing me?" 

 

"dream!" 

 

"When the blood of the Kunlun Xuye Family is still flowing in your blood, this matter will not end well!" 

 

"Skynet is recovering, except for my blood alliance, someone has discovered your secret! Even the 

Kunlun Xuye Family has discovered it!" 

 

"You and Ye Tianzheng are destined to drift away in your life and never know when the nightmare will 

come!" 



 

"Ye Jitian, since you want to know, I might as well tell you! Back then, your grandfather ran away from 

Kunlun Xu and took away something he shouldn't take away! This thing is the evil thing suppressed by 

the Kunlun Xuye family, although no one can Unlock the secret inside! But no one is qualified to take it 

away!" 

 

"It seems that the secret of this evil thing must have been solved by you! Have you thought about the 

consequences?" 

 

"Behind you is Wan Jianzong That's right! Your strength is mysterious, and that's right! But you resisted 

the Kunlun Xuye Family, and you resisted the forces hidden in the dark? " 

 

Hearing these crazy and loud words, Ye Chen's expression was solemn to the extreme. 

 

He wasn't sure if the evil thing in his mouth was the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

But he was sure that the bearer of the pocket reincarnation cemetery was also the black stone from the 

Ye family! 

 

Grandpa didn't know why he took away the treasure of Kunlun Xuye Family. 

 

The sword goes slant! 

 

If it is true as Jian Xue Shen said, he and his father may be targeted by the forces in the dark. 

Chapter 704: Prestige 

As for why the other party hasn't appeared or acted, there must be reasons. 

 

Perhaps it is not certain, or their performance cannot be seen by them. 

 

Fortunately, when he exploded his power in Kunlun Xu, he always acted as Ye Jitian. 

 



Those people didn't know that Ye Xitian was himself. 

 

Otherwise, perhaps the power lurking in the depths has already started. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen seemed to feel that there was an ancient chess game in front of him, and he 

was a chess piece. 

 

Every step of the trend will affect everything! 

 

Why did Grandpa leave Kunlun Xu, and even more layout in China? 

 

And why must you give yourself the reincarnation cemetery? 

 

All this, perhaps only the Ye Family has the answer. 

 

When he set foot on Jiangdao Mountain, he met his grandfather's phantom, and his grandfather didn't 

explain too much. 

 

However, Grandpa left a few words very important: 

 

"Ye Chen, we will meet again. Before you go to Kunlun Xu, you must find an old man named Guo Haiyun. 

There is something in this old man who belongs to you. He is my best friend, and he will help you resist 

something. " 

 

Ye Chen had seen Guo Haiyun, but it was a pity that he disappeared before he had time to ask. 

 

All clues to the reincarnation cemetery and the Ye family are currently on this Guo Haiyun. 

 

He still remembered that when the stone tablet fell to earth, it was obtained by the Ye Family, and it 

contained an inscription, time, location, and his name, Ye Chen. 



 

It's just that this text has been sealed, and the Ye Family didn't notice it at the time. 

 

But Grandpa was discovered because he broke a certain restriction. 

 

Then set the overall picture. 

 

The ancestors of the Ye family relied on things from outside the territory, their cultivation speed was 

extremely fast, and the bloodline was even more awakened. The Ye family once became the first family 

of Kunlun Xu. Some people in the Ye family betray the Ye family for profit! 

 

Falling apart! 

 

The strong Ye family dared to resist, but in the end they fell. 

 

The ancestors of the Ye family were mercilessly beheaded, and the things outside the territory were 

jointly occupied by Kunlun Xu's many sects and families! 

 

The boulder was divided up, the stele was looted, and even the Ye family survived in name only, and 

now only one side of the Ye family was struggling! 

 

But they would never think that the most important thing outside the domain is the black stone in the 

middle! 

 

Even though Kunlun Xu only left the Ye family collateral, it should not be underestimated. 

 

Decades ago, the Kunlun Xuye Family was like a cloud, but apart from Grandpa, no one adhered to the 

faith! The legend of the ancient times is no longer, they regard the things that fell outside the Ye family 

gate as evil things, but Ye Chen's name is the lone star of the gods in their eyes. 

 

The word Ye Chen has become a taboo of the Ye Family, and it is a rule that no Ye Family child can have 

the word Chen from now on! 



 

They always believed that the Ye family went from prosperity to decline because of this name. 

 

If he said that, he would definitely not be accepted by the Ye Family. 

 

He is not rare. 

 

Also, since Grandpa took away the evil things, why didn't Kunlun Xuye Family hold the blame and retake 

it from Huaxia? 

 

Instead, it seems to acquiesce in everything? 

 

Do they want the evil thing to leave the Ye family? 

 

Even after the grandfather's accident, people from Kunlun Xuye's family took away his ashes. 

 

Many things are combined, and even some contradictions. 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and the only explanation was that the current Kunlun Xuye Family had two powers. 

 

Standing behind Grandpa, the other was an obstacle, and it was also the main existence for Grandpa to 

leave Kunlun Xuye's house. 

 

No longer thinking about it, Ye Chen cast his gaze on Jian Xueshen's body, and said: "What else do you 

know? Let's say it together." 

 

Jian Xueshen knew that he couldn't live anymore, so he glanced at Ye Chen gloomily, and said, "I still 

have a secret, but only you can know it. Just come over." 

 

Ye Chen squinted slightly, with a bad premonition, but he still got closer. 



 

When he was only a dozen centimeters away from the sword blood sedimentation, the **** hands of 

the sword blood sedimentation directly grabbed Ye Chen's foot! 

 

"Boy, even if I die, I will hold you back! Haha!" 

 

After the words fell, the body of Jian Xue Shen seemed to turn into magma, and a feeling of fiery heat 

hit! 

 

His body is constantly swelling. 

 

Blew! 

 

Ling Yundu's face changed drastically! 

 

The self-destruction of a strong man like sword blood sedimentation is not something that the master 

can bear! 

 

"Master, get out of the way!" 

 

He just wanted to rush over, but he saw Ye Chen stretch out his hand, his eyes indifferent. 

 

Then the fingers pinched, and a light entangled in the palm of the hand. 

 

His breath is ethereal, like a fairy. 

 

Ling Yundu stopped without any movement. 

 

He chose to believe in Master, since the other party can become a disciple of Sword Master of Ten 

Thousand Ways, he naturally has strength! 



 

And at this moment, Jian Xue Shen's expression was terrifying to the extreme! 

 

"Haha, it's a worthwhile trip to bring Ye Xitian, who is feared by countless people in Kunlun, to hell!" 

 

After the words fell, the blood of the sword shot a dazzling light all over the body, and the accumulated 

energy was suddenly released! 

 

This energy is so violent that the Saint King Realm cannot contend! 

 

In his eyes, this kid is bound to die! 

 

And at the moment when the energy was about to swallow Ye Chen, Ye Chen fell into the sea of 

consciousness where the sword blood sediment was about to disappear. 

 

"Sorry, your abacus may be wrong." 

 

"I have a master, his name is Lin Qingxuan, he is a master of medicine, and Lin Qingxuan who crosses the 

martial arts!" 

 

His voice was like a thunderous sound, exploding in the sea of consciousness with a **** sword. 

 

Jian Xuesheng's eyes widened! 

 

Totally horrified! 

 

Just because of one name-Lin Qingxuan! 

 

In ancient times, Lin Qingxuan’s myth resounded through Kunlun Xu! 

 



At that time, it was not the respect of martial arts! 

 

It is the respect of medical treatment! 

 

Where Lin Qingxuan stepped, the martial arts powerhouses retreated a hundred feet. 

 

How could this kid get Lin Qingxuan's true biography? 

 

In his aftermath, he saw Ye Chen's palm patted it! 

 

Countless rays of light covered! 

 

His self-destructive aura of destruction has completely disappeared! 

 

As if bound by an ancient force! 

 

Is this the way of medicine! 

 

He should have thought of it a long time ago, the silver needle that this kid seriously injured himself is a 

medical technique! 

 

Unable to think about it, an invisible force oscillated in his body. 

 

In the panic, the body exploded and turned into a blood mist on the spot! 

 

Everything is calm. 

 

Ye Chen's whole body was glowing with a golden light There was not a drop of blood on Ye Chen's casual 

clothes. 



 

Everyone saw this scene and couldn't speak at all. 

 

This is medical teaching! 

 

Master even mastered the medical principles of ancient times! 

 

Ling Yundu and the disciples of Wan Jianzong were short of breath, and the strength of the master 

represented the power of Wan Jianzong! 

 

Having such a master means that Wan Jianzong has an extra umbrella! 

 

Even though Master is only a transcendent realm now, they believe that the strong behind Master will 

definitely make Master step into the sky! 

 

Otherwise, how could there be Ye Sitian's reputation. 

Chapter 705: 1 don't stay! 

After Ye Chen had done all this, he turned around and looked at Sect Master Fang and dozens of 

powerful men behind him. 

 

He naturally would not let this group of people go. 

 

If there was no Wan Jianzong, I am afraid I would have died under the sword of this group of people. 

 

He is not a kind person, the last thing Kunlun Xu should have is kindness. 

 

"Ling Yun Du!" 

 

"Master, disciples are here." 

 



Ling Yun stepped forward and bowed. 

 

Ye Chen paused for a few seconds, and then a few words slowly fell in the air: "Except for the disciples of 

Wan Jianzong, none of them will be left!" 

 

"Yes, Master!" 

 

Ling Yundu stood up, the long sword came out, and the cold murderous intent was covered! 

 

Bloodthirsty! Crazy! 

 

But the face of the Sect Master Fang changed drastically. He never thought that he hadn't done anything 

at all, but because of a kid's words, his fate was determined! 

 

Don't leave one, what a big tone! 

 

A giant axe appeared in his hand, staring at Ye Chen fiercely: "Ye Jitian! What the **** are you, you dare 

to move me!" 

 

He just wanted to strike Ye Chen with an axe, Ling Yundu and several Wan Jianzong elders came down 

quietly with gusts of wind and rain! 

 

Sword up. 

 

Wanzhang Jianmang swallowed everything. 

 

Those disciples of the Ten Thousand Sword Sect also turned into afterimages, like a giant beast 

sweeping everyone! 

 

At this moment, only sword light and blood remained in the world. 



 

Sect Master Fang's hideous face was pierced by a sword. 

 

After the calm and the waves, the corpses and blood were full of grief. 

 

The entire blood alliance turned into a dead city! 

 

Just because of a young man. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the scene in front of him, indifferent, he closed his eyes, and the blood dragon in his 

body came out. 

 

Swallow all killing and blood. 

 

This is the best nourishing blood dragon. 

 

Ye Chen discovered that this time, the blood dragon's feet were several times larger, and the aura was 

full of violent violent. 

 

The next time the blood dragon comes out, the vision of heaven and earth will only be more terrifying. 

 

The Slaughter Daoist once told him that Yu Qi said that the reincarnation cemetery is his hole card, 

rather than saying that the blood dragon is his real hole card. 

 

When the blood dragon turned into a hundred feet, and sublime the essence, he became the master of 

heaven and earth. 

 

With a long chant, Kyushu was shaken. 

 

The roar of dragon rage, broken mountains and rivers! 



 

Of course, all this is far away from Ye Chen. 

 

Ling Yundu, who had suffered a bit of injury, and many Wan Jianzong experts came to Ye Chen. 

 

"Master, fortunately not insulting one's life, not one will stay." 

 

Ling Yundu was still a bit disdainful of such a young master, but when Ye Chen showed the way of 

healing the gods and said a moment without leaving, he knew that the master would definitely not die. 

 

Such a decisive generation will disrupt the overall situation of Kunlun Xu once it appears. 

 

Maybe the master's strength can make Ten Thousand Sword Sect advance dozens of steps and even 

become the top sect! 

 

There are too many strong sects in Kunlun Xu, Wan Jianzong has always wanted to become the top ten 

sect, but found that it is very far away. 

 

At this moment, there is complete hope. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, took out some pills, and threw them to Ling Yundu. 

 

"You accept these pills to help ease the injury." 

 

Ling Yundu saw the pill in his hand, breathing quickly: "Thank you, Master!" 

 

"By the way, Master, today the two Kunlun Xu sects have completely disappeared. If someone with the 

intention to investigate, it is very likely that the master will be found, or we Wan Jianzong will announce 

that Wan Jianzong and these two sects There is a contradiction between the sect, and then the sect is 

destroyed, how?" 

 



Ye Chen shook his head and saw something in his eyes. He plucked a plum blossom and placed it where 

the sword blood sink and Sect Master Fang had fallen. 

 

Afterwards, he said: "You don't need to carry the pot, just let a non-existent carry this pot." 

 

Ling Yundu frowned. Before he could react, Shen Shixi, who had not spoken all the time, suddenly said, 

"Isn't this plum blossom branch that was used by the Kunlun Xuyibao Pavilion when Ye Sangtian was 

famous! Master, you are planning to do this? Tell everyone that the blood alliance and Zhen Haizong 

were both destroyed by Ye Qitian! 

 

Ye Jitian itself was the nightmare of many sects of Kunlun Xu. In this way, most of Kunlun Xu's sects 

would be immersed in the shadow of Ye Jitian. 

 

Not only that, it was more like a signal from Ye Jitian to the Baizong Hunting Order! Who dares to chase 

Ye Sutian, the blood alliance and Zhen Haizong are the only fate, when the time comes, how dare 

Baizong chase Ye Sutian! 

 

Master, high, really high! " 

 

Ling Yundu and the many disciples of Wan Jianzong suddenly came across! I am even more admired. 

 

This pusher is perfect to the extreme. 

 

Without the leadership of the blood alliance, it is estimated that the remaining sect will definitely not 

look for Ye Sutian at all costs. 

 

This is no different from looking for death! 

 

Ling Yundu said again: "In this case, do you want Master to return to Wan Jianzong with us?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head: "I still have things to do, Wan Jianzong, I will naturally go, but not now, please 

go back to the sect." 



 

"If something happens, I will definitely inform you, you just need to hide it in the dark." 

 

Ling Yundu nodded, and just about to leave, Ye Chen stopped Ling Yundu again. 

 

After that, a pointer was pointed at the center of Ling Yundu's forehead, and a stream of information 

poured in frantically in an instant. 

 

In the next second, Ling Yundu was ecstatic! 

 

"The Law of Ten Thousand Swords", "Zhen Jian Gui Yuan Yi" 

 

This is a martial skill that Wan Jianzong has long lost! 

 

Master actually gave him such a precious thing! 

 

"Master..." 

 

Ling Yundu was extremely excited! 

 

Ye Chen released his hand and said: "Now you are also my first power in Kunlun Xu. These two martial 

arts are suitable for you Wanjian Sect. They are gifts from the deity. If you are strong, it represents The 

deity is strong. Search the blood alliance again to ensure that nothing is lost..." 

 

"Thank you, Master!" 

 

Ling Yundu's body was trembling, he stood up, took a deep look at Ye Chen, and led the Wan Jianzong 

disciple toward the Hall of Blood Alliance. 

 



But Ye Chen looked at his comatose father, no longer hesitated, and pulled the Dragon Slashing Wentian 

sword up and threw it into the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

Then he carried his father behind him: "Dad, I will take you home." 

 

Father is in danger now and must be treated immediately. 

 

Qingxuanfeng has the best herbs and aura, which is undoubtedly the key to curing his father. 

 

After Ye Chen and Ye Tianzheng left, everyone in Wan Jianzong also came out of it. 

 

Ling Yundu felt uneasy, and even searched a radius of ten miles with spells. 

 

Without life, everyone should be dead. 

 

Afterwards, Ling Yundu left with Wan Jianzong. 

 

There was a dead silence in the blood alliance square, leaving only the sea of blood and the enchanting 

plum blossom. 

 

Three hours later. 

 

An altar in the hidden place of the blood alliance. 

 

On the altar, there are eleven sarcophagi! 

 

The red sarcophagus in the middle shook madly. 

 

"Boom!" 



 

The lid of the sarcophagus suddenly shattered! 

 

A man soaked in blood suddenly opened his eyes His eyes were scarlet and cold. 

 

With endless murderous intent. 

 

Gradually, the man in the sarcophagus got up, glanced around, lightly patted out a palm. 

 

The remaining sarcophagus disappeared completely. 

 

Even the altar was reduced to ruins. 

 

The man glanced at his hand in surprise, with a grim expression: "My power...how did it become like 

this?" 

Chapter 706: Behind the board! 

 

Qingxuanfeng. 

 

Ye Chen certainly didn't know that the blood alliance had missed something, let alone a sarcophagus 

hidden in the blood alliance. 

 

Even if he knows, he has no time to take care of it now. The key is to wake up his father. 

 

He placed his father on a thousand-year-old ice on Qingxuan Peak. 

 

Ice can effectively suppress the disordered breath in his father's body. 

 

Later, Ye Chen took out some spirit stones and arranged the formation! 



 

Not only that, Ye Chen even took out Bai Zhanyuan's folding fan as an eye! 

 

This folding fan is an ancient eye! 

 

Condensed formation, double the effect! 

 

A faint light instantly penetrated the thousand-year-old ice and wrapped his father's body. 

 

Subsequently, Ye Chen took out dozens of silver needles! 

 

Check out new PVP arena battles! 

The silver needle shoots out suddenly! Land steadily on the acupoints. 

 

The speed is too fast. 

 

Dozens of silver needles shook violently, and the meaning of thousand years of ice instantly penetrated 

into his father's body along the pores. 

 

Finally, Ye Chen pointed it out and pointed it on his father's forehead. 

 

The endless infuriating gas is rolling away! 

 

He was not idle with his other hand, using the essence and blood as a guide, grabbed the herbs on the 

table directly in the palm of his hand, and gently tossed it. 

 

Refining directly without using medicine pot. 

 

This is what Lin Qingxuan taught him just now. 



 

This action continued to disappear for three full, and Ye Chen's forehead oozes big beads of sweat. 

 

The loss of infuriating energy is particularly severe. 

 

Fortunately, there was a trace of rosy on the pale face of his father! 

 

It works! 

 

This action further inspired two Primordial Virtual Reality Pills in his father's body. 

 

The dissolution speed of the pill is accelerated, and the soul is reconstituted! 

 

After the fourth disappeared, Ye Tianzheng who was above the ice suddenly opened his eyes and 

suddenly sat up! 

 

Panting violently. 

 

And Ye Chen was also shocked by this sudden rise! 

 

Reluctantly stabilized his figure. 

 

Ye Tianzheng looked around in confusion, he vaguely remembered that he should be in the dungeon. 

 

How come you have never seen it here? 

 

Suddenly his eyes shrank and he naturally saw Ye Chen! 

 

His eyes widened, and then gradually reddened: "Chen'er! You—did you rescue me?" 



 

Ye Chen smiled and nodded sharply: "Dad, how do you feel about your body?" 

 

Ye Tianzheng stood up. Although he was very weak, there was no big problem. It was just that he was a 

little numb after staying on the ice for too long. 

 

"Chen'er, there is nothing wrong with me. By the way, the blood alliance is heavily guarded, and that Ye 

Hongbin, how did you bring me out?" 

 

Ye Tianzheng's eyes were full of doubts. He knew that Ye Chen had disappeared for five years and was 

very strong. He even broke the ghost prison in China. 

 

But in the Kunlun Deficiency League for so long, he roughly heard something about the Kunlun 

Deficiency Situation. 

 

Kunlun Xu is different from Huaxia, there are too many strong people here, even the top strongest 

Huaxia might not be able to shake a sect disciple here. 

 

Ye Chen roughly said what happened in the blood alliance, and of course a lot of things were omitted. 

 

Ye Tianzheng heard that it was Ye Chen, a friend of Wan Jianzong, who brought countless strong men to 

come forward. 

 

Ye Tianzheng didn't think much, and then excitedly said, "Chen'er, is your mother here too?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head: "Dad, Mom is in Huaxia Capital now, I'll be back to Huaxia later and bring mom 

in." 

 

Qingxuanfeng has the ancestor sitting in town, and coupled with the ancient formation, it is obviously 

much safer than Huaxia, and it is time to bring mother and other people in. 

 

Now he barely has the ability to protect himself. 



 

Ye Tianzheng nodded and calmed down. Suddenly, he thought of something and said: "Chen'er, do you 

still remember that I gave you a stone?" 

 

Having been trapped for so many days, he actually wanted to know a lot of things. 

 

The Kunlun Deficiency Alliance wanted to arrest itself, but in the final analysis it was for the black stone. 

 

Ye Chen glanced at his father in surprise, and when he was about to take it out, Ye Tianzheng stopped it. 

 

"Although I don't know what this is, but since so many people are jealous, you must take good care of it, 

even if it is me, don't take it out." 

 

"Before your grandfather died, he repeatedly explained that the Ye family can be destroyed, but the 

stone cannot fall into the hands of others." 

 

"And this stone belongs to you alone." 

 

"This is about the fate of all of us." 

 

"Also, during this period of time, I sorted out what your grandfather told me at the beginning and what I 

was interrogated by the Kunlun Deficiency Blood Alliance. I found that Kunlun Xuye Family should be 

regarded as our real family, and your grandpa came out of it back then. This also explains the special 

bloodline in me and you. Although I don’t know why the people in the Chinese martial arts world tested 

you and I were all roots, but I vaguely feel that it’s not our bloodline is too weak, but the bloodline is too 

strong, Huaxia That kind of instrument is not qualified for testing!" 

 

Ye Chen was a little surprised when he heard his father's analysis. 

 

He was confirmed by every word his father said. 

 

correct. 



 

The water of Kunlun Xuye Family is extremely deep. 

 

Suddenly, Ye Chen thought of something and took out two jade pendants from the reincarnation 

cemetery. 

 

A piece of jade pendant was obtained from the blood elder Zheng during the airport battle. 

 

This jade is engraved with the word leaf, and it must come from the Kunlun Xuye family. As for how 

Elder Zheng got it, it doesn't matter anymore. 

 

As for the other piece, Ye Chen found it in the garage of the old house in Jiangcheng, hiding it under the 

Audi car. 

 

Deceived everyone. 

 

It is also a piece of Yejia jade pendant. 

 

Not surprisingly, Grandpa should have stayed on purpose. 

 

It's just that this jade is very different from the other Yejia jade pendant. 

 

One piece is ordinary, one piece carries supreme aura. 

 

Duan Leiren told himself that judging from the energy in this jade, the identity of the person who held 

this jade at the beginning is not low, and even not only the identity of the leader of the family! 

 

To control this jade pendant is to control a clan! 

 



And Duan Leiren told Ye Chen to keep it carefully, and never fall into the hands of others, otherwise 

there will be endless troubles! 

 

Ye Chen guessed wrong, this jade pendant is related to Grandpa's true identity. 

 

As soon as the two jade pendants came out, the blood in Ye Tianzheng's body suddenly boiled, and a ray 

of light gushed from the center of Ye Tianzheng's brows! 

 

It is the power that has always protected Ye Tianzheng. 

 

In the next second, Ye Tianzheng stretched out his hand. He wanted to grab the jade pendant of 

supreme spiritual energy, but he found a barrier and bounced his hand away. 

 

It seems that this jade does not belong to him. 

 

Ye Tianzheng smiled, and stretched out his hand to hold another piece of Kunlun virtual Yejia jade 

pendant. 

 

Shake hands tightly. 

 

A powerful flow of information suddenly surged  and then scenes after scenes surged! 

 

Ye Tianzheng's eyes widened, and his face was extremely pale. 

 

Ye Chen was a little worried and cared: "Dad, how do you feel?" 

 

It was a second outside, but in Ye Tianzheng's mind it seemed to be ten thousand years. 

 

In a daze, he raised his head and looked at Ye Chen, extremely complicated. 

 



He finally understood why his father had to take himself away, away from the dispute, living in seclusion 

in a small city in China. 

 

He also understood why his father wanted to set up such a magnificent round to let Ye Chen go on. 

Chapter 707: Kunlun Xuye Home 

"Dad, what's the matter with you? Why do I feel a little different in your eyes." Ye Chen frowned. 

 

Ye Tianzheng thought for a while and asked Ye Chen, "Chen'er, is there any smoke?" 

 

Ye Chen was startled, but his father had quit smoking for ten years, why did he suddenly start smoking? 

 

Also, what exactly was the change of Yupei and the change of his father's eyebrows? 

 

Ye Chen still took out a pack of Yellow Crane Tower from the reincarnation cemetery, trembling, handed 

it to his father, and lit his fingertips with a flame. 

 

After that, Ye Chen just wanted to order one for himself, but it was snatched by Ye Tianzheng. 

 

"What kind of cigarette does the child smoke?" 

 

Ye Chen: "..." 

 

Ye Tianzheng leaned on the thousand-year-old ice for a long time. When a cigarette was half smoked, he 

said: "Chen'er, I want to go to Kunlun Xuye's house." 

 

Ye Chen couldn't react at all when the words were shocking. 

 

Although the ancient Ye Family is no longer there, the Kunlun Xu Ye Family should not be 

underestimated. 

 



From the mouths of Ye Hongbin and Jian Xueshen, it was learned that the Kunlun Xuye Family's crisis 

was dormant, and it was not an ordinary sect that could contend. 

 

Mysterious to the extreme. 

 

The point is, grandpa ran away from Kunlun Xuye's house, it is very likely to be related to the people 

inside! 

 

Father went to Ye's house, isn't this looking for death? 

 

Ye Tianzheng glanced at Ye Chen and continued: "Do you know the real reason why your grandfather 

left?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were heavy, and he shook his head. 

 

Ye Tianzheng shook the ashes and said, "Your grandpa was actually kicked out." 

 

"The people of the Xuye Family in Kunlun smashed the dantian, abolished all cultivation bases, and 

drove out the Ye Family." 

 

In the words, Ye Tianzheng's fingers trembled. 

 

The pictures in my mind are vivid! 

 

shocking! 

 

Because the former master of this piece of Ye Jiayu Pei has witnessed all that! 

 

Ye Tianzheng not only saw his father's dantian being forcibly destroyed! 

 



I even saw my mother was severely injured by a man's punch. 

 

The heart-piercing scene completely touched him. 

 

The two even fed two pills. 

 

Although I don't know the origin of this pill, it can be seen from the painful expressions on the parents' 

faces that there is no difference between this pill and poison! 

 

A cold word even resounded in his ear. 

 

"You are not qualified to fight for the power of the Ye Family, and the principle of your guardianship is 

extremely ridiculous. Starting today, you two will leave the Kunlun Xuye Family, don't show up in my 

sight." 

 

"Also, those two pills will only allow you to live for a few more decades. After a few decades, you two 

will be completely dead. There is no one in the world to cure. It will also allow you to enjoy the feeling of 

suffering a mandarin duck." 

 

"At that time, I will send someone to collect your ashes. Anyway, you are also the first in line to the Ye 

Family. It's a pity you met me." 

 

"Regardless of my wrist and strength, I am more qualified to control the Ye Family than you." 

 

"Now, get out of here! Neither you nor your juniors are qualified to step into the Ye family again." 

 

"By the way, maybe you can't even have juniors. Even if you do, it's a waste that you can't cultivate." 

 

Ye Tianzheng was burning with anger, and the initiator of all this was a man named Ye Fudong! 

 

That is, the current Patriarch of the Kunlun Xuye Family! 



 

After Jiangcheng, Ye Tianzheng often found that his mother had a hideous face, as if suffering from 

some pain. 

 

He thought it was an old problem, but he didn't expect to be tortured by this man! 

 

Not many years after he and Jiang Hirong gave birth to Ye Chen, their parents left one after another. 

 

It was a coincidence. 

 

I thought it was the romance of the two elders and went to Huangquan together, but I didn't expect it to 

be persecuted! 

 

In those years, the old man took Ye Chen to many places. 

 

He and Jiang Huirong never understood, but now he finally realized. 

 

Father, for so many years in this game, wanted Ye Chen to break through! 

 

He wanted Ye Chen to get back some things that he had lost! 

 

Ye Tianzheng smoked another cigarette and said all these things he knew. 

 

Although he was angry, he could feel Ye Chen's **** anger even more. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen clenched his fists, and the veins violently. 

 

The blood dragon rushed out of the body on the spot, hovering in the sky. 

 



The sound of the dragon's roar was like thunder and burst. 

 

The sky over Qingxuan Peak was densely clouded to the extreme. 

 

Ye Tianzheng sensed that something was wrong, and squeezed out the cigarette in his hand, and said to 

Ye Chen: "Forget it, this matter is in a hurry." 

 

"Chen'er, you just need to remember that name." 

 

"Your grandpa has been preparing for so many years, and don't want to fall short at this moment." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were full of bloodshot eyes. He firmly held the jade pendant in his hand, and the jade 

pendant seemed to perceive Ye Chen's anger, glowing with blood. 

 

Suddenly, Ye Chen said: "Dad, since you saw those pictures, do you know Ye Fudong's cultivation level?" 

 

Ye Tianzheng nodded: "A few decades ago, Ye Fudong's realm seemed to be on the eighth level of the 

Void King Realm." 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen felt his insignificance. 

 

He is very aware of Kunlun Xu's cultivation system. 

 

Tempered Body, Kaiyuan, Pneumatic, Separation, True Element, Divine Ascension, Transcendent, Saint, 

Holy King, Return to Void, Void King, Dao Source, etc. 

 

Each realm has nine levels. 

 

Now he is in the Transcendent Realm, he can crush Kunlun's imaginary into the Holy Realm powerhouse, 

and even use his hole cards to kill the existence of the Holy King Realm. 



 

But the Void King Realm was too far away from him. 

 

Although there is a reincarnation cemetery, there are huge restrictions. 

 

The stronger his strength, the stronger the strength of the reincarnation cemetery and the mighty 

power. 

 

This is a virtuous circle. 

 

Right now, the most important thing is to improve strength. 

 

After thinking about everything, Ye Chen looked at Ye Tianzheng and said seriously: "Dad, give me a few 

months, then I will take you and mom to Kunlun Xuye's house." 

 

"Some people think that they are in control of everything and are admired by thousands of people, so I 

will let them know what Burning Wrath is!" 

 

"I didn't care about the Kunlun Xuye Family, but since he asserted that grandpa's descendants will never 

enter the Ye Family, then I will not only go to the Ye Family, but I will also ask my hand to seize the 

position of the Ye Family Patriarch! Pull this person Go down the altar!" 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen broke out extremely murderous! 

 

The blood dragon fell from the sky and rushed into Ye Chen's body! 

 

But the jade pendant in Ye Chen's hand was shining with a strange light. 

 

The light disappeared. 

 



The jade pendant is tattooed with a blood dragon, which is invincible. 

 

On the back of Yupei, two ancient runes appeared, named Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Tianzheng glanced at Ye Chen deeply and nodded: "Okay." 

 

Just when the anger was solemn, there was a knock on the door. 

 

Qingxuanfeng ancestor's voice suddenly sounded! 

 

"Mr. Ye Are you inside? I have something to discuss!" 

 

"Just now, with the blood sacrifice formation, I noticed the whereabouts of the head of the God of 

Medicine!" 

 

When Ye Chen heard these words, his anger completely dissipated, and the door opened with a lightly 

gripped finger! 

 

"Come in!" 

 

The whereabouts of the master is extremely important to him! 

 

... 

Chapter 708: Fight for hegemony! 

Seeing that the door finally opened, the ancestor Qingxuanfeng walked in quickly. When he saw Ye 

Tianzheng, he was a little surprised. 

 

The expression is very strange. 

 



He had just left the customs, naturally he didn't know that Ye Chen had gone to the blood alliance, let 

alone what happened to the blood alliance. 

 

If you know it will be more surprised. 

 

"Mr. Ye, this is..." 

 

Ye Chen didn't have any nonsense: "He is my father, and he will live in Qingxuanfeng temporarily from 

now on. You are responsible for his safety and there can be no mistakes." 

 

The ancestor of Qingxuanfeng was startled, he clearly remembered that Ye Chen's father was in a blood 

alliance? 

 

Why did it come out suddenly? 

 

Did the blood alliance agree to release people? 

 

Check out this new online game! 

He just wanted to say hello to Ye Tianzheng, Ye Chen said in a convenient way: "Say business." 

 

The ancestor Qingxuanfeng then looked at Ye Chen and took out the pans. 

 

Then the fingers pinched, and a spot of light flashed on the array. 

 

The light spot is weak. 

 

"Mr. Ye, this light spot represents your master. With the array as the center, the array eye is our 

Qingxuan Peak. According to the location, he should be in the Yucang Mountains. As for the specific 

location, it is not very clear." 

 



"What does my master do in Yucang Mountain? And what is special about this place?" 

 

Ye Chen said curiously. 

 

The ancestor Qingxuanfeng hesitated for a few seconds before saying: "The area around Yucang 

Mountain is a bit special. It is also called the Land of Slaughter. It belongs to the Kunlun Xusan area." 

 

"It is also very difficult for some of Kunlun Xu's sect coalition forces to take charge of that place. 

Gradually, it has become a paradise for people with special identities. 

 

Some people who were hunted down or wanted by the Zongmen went there. " 

 

"Then it drove the industry, and now it is very prosperous." 

 

"Once you enter it, you are stripped of all the honor you have, and the sect behind you can't help you. 

The only thing you can rely on is yourself." 

 

"It's crueler than most places in Kunlun Xu. According to the survey, hundreds of people die every day. 

Here, human lives are the least valuable. Of course, the opportunities there are far stronger than most 

places in Kunlun Xu." 

 

Ye Chen frowned, his master's character he understood, and he was very disgusted with this kind of 

killing aura. 

 

He has a cold and free and easy temperament on his body, and he can't integrate into this kind of place. 

 

How can I go? 

 

The ancestor of Qingxuanfeng glanced at Ye Chen and continued: "Mr. Ye, there is one thing I haven't 

said yet. This Yucang Mountain is still the only place to enter Dao Sect. 

 



I really can't be sure whether your master is going to find Dao Sect or going to this land of killing to find 

chance. " 

 

"But don't worry, Mr. Ye. The flashing light points prove that your master will not have any problems in 

a short time. I can at least guarantee that there will be no accidents within ten days." 

 

"What about after ten days?" Ye Chen said. 

 

The ancestor Qingxuanfeng sighed. He wanted to conceal it, but he still said: "Bloodlight disaster." 

 

"This is one of the reasons why I came to you so urgently." 

 

Ye Chen didn't fluctuate much, on the contrary, he was extremely calm. 

 

"understood." 

 

"Mr. Ye, I have broken the shackles of Qingxuanfeng now. Or, I will go to that place in a few days and try 

to find your master?" 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand: "No, you just need to protect my father here and leave the rest to me. I am 

going to visit Huaxia, and when I come back, I will go to Yucang Mountain." 

 

Since the master is not in danger for a short time, take the mother over first. 

 

Isn't the mother's day and night cultivation just for this day? 

 

After returning, it will not be too late to go to Yucang Mountain. 

 

... 

 



At this moment, a shocking news spread out, shaking the entire Kunlun Xu! 

 

Kunlun Xu does not have China's Weibo, but has Kunlun Xu Lingbao. 

 

Similar to a newsletter. 

 

Lingbao published all the major events in Kunlun Xu. 

 

You can even use spells to view the pictures inside. 

 

Every sect and force of Kunlun Xu will receive the Kunlun Xuling Report as soon as possible. 

 

The content inside is extremely rich, as small as the secret realm is opened or when a certain sect gets a 

genius disciple, and as large as the sect hates and fights. 

 

But today's Kunlun Xu Lingbao was slaughtered by a piece of news-on the same day and in the same 

place, the two major sects of Kunlun Xu were destroyed! 

 

The Blood Alliance Master Jian Xue Shen and hundreds of elder disciples were all slaughtered! 

 

The blood alliance is almost in ruins! 

 

Sect Master Zhen Hai and dozens of disciples were wiped out! No one survived! 

 

And just an hour before the accident, Jian Xue Shen activated the Hundred Sect Killing Orders, telling 

Hundred Sects that Ye Sutian had been whereabouts! Request support! 

 

When the other sects felt the blood alliance, they saw the unforgettable picture! 

 

A sea of blood and thousands of corpses are shocking! 



 

What kind of slaughter and cruelty is this! 

 

Kunlun Xu has never seen it in a hundred years! 

 

But the plum blossom branch in this blood sea is extremely clear. 

 

Everyone knows what the plum blossom branches represent! 

 

That demon Ye Xitian! 

 

Kunlun Xu, your nightmare is back! 

 

An invisible sense of depression seemed to shroud the sky above Kunlun Xu. 

 

Except for the top families and sects, everyone else dare not even smile! 

 

This is the fear Ye Jitian brought to them! 

 

In just ten days, the Li family, the Gao family, Zhen Haizong, and the blood alliance all had an accident! 

 

Who knows who will be next! 

 

After the news was sent, the Qingyang Sect of the Hundreds of Pursuit Orders announced its 

withdrawal! 

 

Lin Yunzong announced his withdrawal! 

 

After that, the remaining more than 90 sects all issued a statement, never chasing Ye Jitian! 



 

There are even sects willing to solicit Ye Sutian at a sky-high price! 

 

One stone caused a thousand waves! 

 

Even more bizarre, the Kunlun virtual plum tree suddenly reduced! 

 

The major sects let the elders and disciples cut down all the plum trees in a radius of ten miles! 

 

The plum tree has even become an ominous thing! 

 

Who would have thought that a person would make ordinary plum trees a rare thing! 

 

Kunlun Xuji's home. 

 

Ji Siqing looked at the spirit report in his hand and frowned. 

 

"Zhen Haizong and the blood alliance are not even the same? What is the origin of Ye Suitian? Why 

hasn't there been any news for twenty years, but this month alone, turned out to be born? Or, this Ye 

Sutian has endured a full twenty for today. year?" 

 

"What kind of person is he?" 

 

She sighed and glanced at the door not far away. She didn't know what she was thinking. It has been 

almost a day since Lin Ruhai of Qingxuanfeng entered, but there was still no result. 

 

I don't know if my father can wake up this time. 

 



At this moment, Ji Lin saw the content on the Lingbao and curiously said: "Sister, if you face Ye Sutian, 

how sure are you? You are the seventh in Kunlun Xu history to enter at the age of twenty. Peerless 

genius of the Void Return Realm." 

 

Ji Siqing shook his head: "There is no comparability. You only know that you have to see it. There are too 

many rumors. Some people say that Ye Sutian is in the Holy King Realm, but some people say that Ye 

Sutian is in the Void Return Realm, and some even say that he is a Void Wang Jing! This Ye Qitian is too 

weird and doesn't know what he looks like. Judging from his behavior, he has a heavy heart to kill, and 

he is afraid that he will be a brash man with a beard." 

 

Ji Lin thought of something, and suddenly said, "Even a full face and a beard is better than Ye Chen's 

white face This Ye Chen hates it very much. Although his strength has increased a lot, his face is thicker 

and thicker. Many, he said that he was Ye Sutian last time. If it weren't for my wise and martial arts, if I 

dismantled him, it is estimated that this guy would be fooled." 

 

When Ji Siqing heard Ye Chen's name, his eyes flashed with complexity. 

 

She naturally didn't believe that Ye Chen was Ye Sutian. 

 

The gap between the two is too great. 

 

One sky and one earth, like a chasm. 

 

"By the way, you went to Huaxia to give the Yuling Order to Ye Chen. The annual event is about to start 

again. According to the current strength of Ye Chen, it should not be as embarrassed as before." 

Chapter 709: do not disturb! 

Yuling? 

 

   

 

   Ji Lin just remembered something, nodded and said: "Sister, I have handed over the jade order to 

Ye Chen, but I don't know if this kid will go." 

 



   

 

"His current strength is indeed pretty good, but his biggest flaw is that his cultivation time is too short, 

and his blood is average. Fangen guesses that he can't find a few in Kunlun Xu, his only chance of 

winning should be The force of the formation." 

 

   

 

   During this period, although Ye Chen's strength subverted Ji Lin's cognition, she was still not 

optimistic about that matter. 

 

   

 

   It was a battle of martial arts, and the heroes competed. 

 

   

 

  Countless opportunities. 

 

   

 

   is also the best way to test the genius of Kunlun Xuwu Dao. 

 

   

 

   This is how my sister Ji Siqing resounded throughout Kunlun Xu! 

 

   

 

  Four years ago, the two of them also saw Ye Chen for the first time. 



 

   

 

   Ye Chen at that time was his first year in Kunlun Xu. 

 

   

 

   stumbled. 

 

   

 

  The head of the Medical God Sect knew that Ye Chen's heart of killing and revenge was too heavy, 

and he persuaded him countless times, but he still couldn't erase the anger in Ye Chen's heart. 

 

   

 

   He couldn't teach Ye Chen martial arts things, so he could only bring Ye Chen to the door in person 

and ask a hundred sects to accept it. 

 

   

 

   Hope someone can teach Ye Chen martial arts. 

 

   

 

   It is a pity that the word Fangen is too dazzling in Kunlun. 

 

   

 



   is so dazzling that no sect is willing to accept a waste that will not have much success in the future. 

 

   

 

   And Ye Chen at that time was that waste. 

 

   

 

  The cultivation base is not high, and there is no potential. 

 

   

 

   seems to herald the gloom of his next life. 

 

   

 

   Ye Chen didn't believe in evil, and eagerly wanted to prove himself. 

 

   

 

   And the annual battle of the geniuses of the sects is the best opportunity. 

 

   

 

  The key is that once a person in the top 50 ranks, he is eligible to receive a great opportunity and 

the support of the top sect. 

 

   

 



   The closer you are, the greater your chances. 

 

   

 

   Most of the people who get the chance are not for the chance, but for the support of the top sect! 

 

   

 

   The head of the God of Medicine Sect had accidentally obtained a jade order because he 

personally rescued a dying sect elder. 

 

   

 

   After all, with the influence of the declining medical gods at the time, it is impossible to have a 

place. 

 

   

 

   He hesitated for a long time, and gave the Yuling order to Ye Chen, hoping that Ye Chen could see 

the real powerhouse of Kunlun Xu. 

 

   

 

  The talent is not as good as that group of people, and the vision is always in place. 

 

   

 

   But he didn't expect that Ye Chen would go his own way, not only wanting to watch this peak 

battle, but also signing up for the competition. 

 



   

 

   ridicule, abuse. 

 

   

 

   Qianfu pointed out. 

 

   

 

   It was obvious that he didn't even have a chance to be on stage. 

 

   

 

   was knocked off the stage by several people. 

 

   

 

   Someone even prepared to take a shot and abolish one of Ye Chen's hands, but Ji Siqing appeared. 

 

   

 

   That year, Ji Siqing was the first person in this group of heroes. 

 

   

 

  The name moves Kunlun. 

 

   



 

   Such a beautiful lady of heaven, admired by thousands of people, is the dream goddess of 

countless young strong men. 

 

   

 

   can only be seen from a distance, not to play with. 

 

   

 

   But it was such a goddess level existence, but openly wanted to protect Ye Chen, no one dared to 

stop it. 

 

   

 

   Offenders, kill. 

 

   

 

  There was an uproar. 

 

   

 

   If the expression in his eyes could turn into a knife, Ye Chen at that time would have been 

battered. 

 

   

 

   It is precisely because of this incident that the question of the name Ye Chen has become stronger. 

 



   

 

   There was even a period of time when the heat was similar to the current Ye Jitianxiang. 

 

   

 

   only one is famous for being waste, the other is famous for being strong. 

 

   

 

   The gap between heaven and earth. 

 

   

 

   At this moment, Ji Lin woke up from the trance, suddenly thought of something, and asked Ji 

Siqing: "By the way, sister, will you still participate?" 

 

   

 

   Ji Siqing glanced at Ji Lin and shook his head: "Let's talk about it. If Kunlun Xu still has no top 

powerhouses willing to stand up, what is the point of my participation?" 

 

   

 

   "Also, the organizing committee has asked my opinion. If I don't participate, then I may have to 

serve as a judge." 

 

   

 

   "Also, if I were a judge, those guys wouldn't be troubled by Ye Chen." 



 

   

 

   Thinking of this, Ji Siqing's red lips pursed. 

 

   

 

   "However, I always have a hunch that this is not easy, Lin'er, do you think that Ye Xitian will 

participate?" 

 

   

 

   Ji Lin just wanted to say something, "Chuck!" With a sound, his father's door opened! 

 

   

 

   Qingxuanfeng's Lin Ruhai came out. 

 

   

 

   Lin Ruhai's face was pale at this moment, and it was obvious that such a long time had consumed 

his extremely strong skill. 

 

   

 

   The breeze blows. 

 

   

 



   Ji Siqing has appeared in front of Lin Ruhai: "Senior Lin, you have worked hard. I don't know how 

my father is now?" 

 

   

 

Lin Ruhai exhaled, with a serious expression: "Miss Ji, I have tried my best, and your father can wake up, 

but there is still one biggest problem now. He has suffered a severe trauma and is very troublesome. 

Even if he wakes up, his intelligence may be only three. It’s only years old, and it’s hard to recover." 

 

   

 

   Ji Siqing stunned, clenched his fists, and said: "Senior Lin, if I guessed correctly, you should still 

have a way." 

 

   

 

   Lin Ruhai nodded: "The soul is injured, there is only one medicine in the world that can save it." 

 

   

 

   "Prince virtual reality pill!" 

 

   

 

   Ji Siqing suddenly said. 

 

   

 

Lin Ruhai nodded: "It is this pill, but this pill exists in ancient times. It is so difficult to get it now, but Miss 

Ji does not have to worry. Although Taigu Xushi Dan is the best existence, but for my father, I There are 

also some chronic treatments." 



 

   

 

   Ji Siqing didn't continue to speak, and went around, she realized that Ye Sutian still couldn't avoid 

it. 

 

   

 

   In the entire Kunlun Xu, the only time there was news of the Taigu Xushi Dan was because this Dan 

was taken away by Ye Jitian. 

 

   

 

  Although the pill that was taken away was a waste pill, since Ye Jitian was taken away, there must 

be his reasons. 

 

   

 

   Ji Siqing smiled at the corner of his mouth: "Senior Lin has worked hard, I have already prepared 

the dinner party for my servant." 

 

   

 

   Lin Ruhai shook his head: "Miss Ji, I still have something to do at Qingxuanfeng, and I have to go 

back quickly. By the way, I can help to ask the ancestor if there are any prescriptions for the ancient 

virtual and solid pills." 

 

   

 

   "Then there will be Senior Laurin." 

 



   

 

   After Lin Ruhai left, Ji Siqing and Ji Lin hurriedly entered the house, and his father's complexion 

obviously improved a lot. 

 

   

 

   If you really want to wake up, you can. 

 

   

 

   But now there is something wrong with Shenhun It's torture to wake up. 

 

   

 

   "Sister, what should I do next?" Ji Lin raised his head and asked worriedly. 

 

   

 

   Ji Siqing put his hand behind him, and with a light swing, the aura exuded and the ground turned 

into ice. 

 

   

 

   Her cold voice sounded throughout the room: "From today, the Ji family will look for Ye Jitian at all 

costs!" 

 

   

 



   "Any place Ye Jitian has appeared, I have to go through it. I don't believe it. Ye Jitian can suddenly 

disappear!" 

 

   

 

   "Also, Ji Lin, go to the China Kunlun Mountains immediately. Ye Jitian appeared there for the first 

time, so there must be a reason." 

 

   

 

   "Yes, sister!" Ji Lin nodded. Suddenly, a figure flashed in her mind, "Sister, Ye Chen is familiar with 

this place in China, should I go to Qingxuanfeng to find Ye Chen?" 

 

   

 

   Ji Siqing shook his head: "No, maybe Ye Chen is in retreat at the moment preparing for that matter, 

let's not disturb him." 

Chapter 710: acquaintance 

"This time he saved you, it is the result of hard training. If you let him spend time looking for someone 

he doesn't know, it will be useless." 

 

"All right." Ji Lin reluctantly agreed, feeling a little disappointed. 

 

Although Ye Chen's strength is not very strong in Kunlun, if he can go with him, many people will have 

more hope, and there will be someone who can talk on the way. 

 

At the same time, China, Kunlun Mountains. 

 

Ye Chen came out of the Kunlun Void, feeling the sudden lack of aura from the outside world, but felt a 

little uncomfortable. 

 



He took out his mobile phone from the Reincarnation Cemetery and just turned it on, he received 

numerous text messages and many text messages from Xia Ruoxue, Sun Yi, Zhu Ya, Wei Ying, Bai Libing 

and even Shen Haihua of Tianzheng Group. 

 

He glanced a few times, but did not reply. 

 

Mother and others should be at Ye's house in Beijing, and it happened to surprise them today. 

 

That person said to protect the Ye family, he naturally believed in it. 

 

No longer thinking about it, Ye Chen headed towards Kunlun Mountain International Airport. 

 

Because there are no people in the surrounding area, and there is no means of transportation, he can 

only walk. Fortunately, Ye Chen's strength has stepped into the extraordinary realm. Even if he walks, his 

speed is extremely fast. 

 

When Ye Chen was still three kilometers away from the airport, a climbing team entered Ye Chen's sight. 

 

There are six people in the team. 

 

Two women and four men are very young. 

 

It's just that there is some dust on his face, and it can even be said to be embarrassed. 

 

The altitude here is too high, and most people really have to work hard to get up. 

 

One of the girls was dressed in mountaineering clothes, her eyes were like water, her slender thighs 

could not be covered by hiking pants, her big wave of hair was **** high, and her face was covered with 

sweat and red clouds, let alone these people. In China, even in China, it is considered a first-class beauty. 

 

It was this woman who caught Ye Chen's attention. 



 

Not because of the other's appearance, but because Ye Chen knew each other. 

 

Du Yunyan. 

 

A student of Beijing Normal University. 

 

It was the first time that Ye Chen took a plane from Jiangnan Province to Beijing, when he met Du 

Yunyan and her mother. In an accident, he managed to save Du Yunyan's mother. 

 

The two even invited him to a villa near the Normal University for one night, only to be driven away by 

Du Yunyan's father. 

 

Later when he was at the Normal University, Ye Chen met several times. 

 

Later, I never heard of her. 

 

He did not expect to come out of Kunlun Xu, the first acquaintance he saw turned out to be Du Yunyan. 

 

However, it is normal to think about it again. Du Yunyan likes excitement and is keen to travel. Apart 

from going to school, he is playing outside. It is not strange to appear here. 

 

He shook his head helplessly. Naturally, he would not stay for Du Yunyan and walk quickly towards the 

airport. 

 

But before they took a few steps, they were discovered by the six. 

 

Two of the tall men came over and blocked Ye Chen's path. 

 



The hiking bags on the two of them were large, and they contained folding tents. They were obviously 

planning to find a place to camp. 

 

"Hey, let me ask you something. Did you just get down from above? How long will it take to walk from 

the top of the mountain?" 

 

The man who asked the question had a somewhat arrogant tone, obviously his identity was unusual. 

 

The key point is that attitude is not like asking for directions at all, but like asking others. 

 

Ye Chen ignored them and passed them by. 

 

The cold and arrogant attitude made the two of them in a daze for a few seconds. 

 

"Who the **** is this guy, I'm pretending to be forced to ask for directions?" 

 

The man who asked for directions was a little bit frustrated, and said angrily. 

 

He knew the two girls behind him were watching. 

 

Today, I finally lied to two beautiful women from the Beijing Normal University to go hiking to watch the 

sunrise. 

 

One of the key is the best beauty. 

 

When you reach the top of the mountain, camping is definitely the best opportunity. 

 

Of course, the two women are very defensive, and they don't even have the opportunity to touch them 

along the way. 

 



This annoyed the two of them. 

 

"Forget it, that little **** is probably going to reincarnate in a hurry, and he will probably be there 

soon." 

 

"At night, you know." 

 

The other man patted the talking man's shoulder and smirked. 

 

Right here, a clear and excited voice suddenly sounded: "Mr. Ye?" 

 

Obviously, Du Yunyan noticed Ye Chen who was about to leave. 

 

Although it was only a figure from the back, the aura on that body was too similar. 

 

The person who had left the key had almost exactly the same dress and hairstyle as Ye Chen. 

 

After Ye Chen disappeared, she went to ask the principal, and the principal's answer was that Ye Chen 

was transferred, maybe he had gone abroad. 

 

There has been no movement. 

 

But Du Yunyan knew Ye Chen's other identity, Major General. 

 

It is estimated that what happened at the Normal University during that time has something to do with 

Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen paused, but stopped. 

 



Du Yunyan was overjoyed, knowing that the other party was Ye Chen, hurriedly trot over: "Mr. Ye, what 

a coincidence, why are you here?" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Du Yunyan, and then at the people behind him: "Don't go in anymore, it's almost 

here." 

 

This is Ye Chen's reminder. 

 

After all, if you go deeper, you are likely to encounter some cultivators. 

 

Although cultivators don't do anything to ordinary people, it doesn't mean that there are no wicked bad 

people. 

 

Du Yunyan was startled, glanced at the top of the mountain, and nodded seriously: "Mr. Ye is now going 

to go down the mountain?" 

 

"I'm going to the airport." 

 

Du Yunyan's face showed joy for an instant, and he quickly returned to his previous position and carried 

a pink mountaineering bag behind him: "Mr. Ye, in that case, add me and go up again. My body can't 

bear it. With sir." 

 

After speaking, Du Yunyan waved to the other girl again: "Chen Xia, come here, this is a professor from 

our normal university. It's almost time for us to climb here. Should we go down together?" 

 

The girl named Chen Xia was puzzled, then glanced at a few people next to her, and nodded. 

 

In fact, she regretted going up the mountain a long time ago. 

 

Although the sunset and sunrise are beautiful, Kunlun Mountain is the best place to watch, but the man 

beside her makes her feel very uncomfortable. 

 



"it is good." 

 

After that, Chen Xia also came to Ye Chen's side and said seriously: "Professor Ye." 

 

Although Ye Chen is young, his whole body exudes a mature temperament. In Chen Xia's eyes, there is 

nothing wrong with calling a professor. 

 

When the two men saw Du Yunyan and Chen Xia about to leave, their expressions were instantly filled 

with anger. 

 

I thought he was an ordinary passerby, but he robbed them directly? 

 

The ducks in hand fly Does this make them cool? 

 

"Yunyan, you can't do this. You'll get to the top of the mountain after a few steps. But I heard that the 

sunset and sunrise are so beautiful in that place. You just gave up just a few steps. Don't you think it is a 

pity?" 

 

A man said seriously. 

 

Ye Chen didn't want to talk too much here, and said directly: "There is no scenery above, maybe there 

are only corpses." 

 

As soon as this remark came out, the two women who had been shaken a little bit Huarong paled. 

 

"Mr. Ye, let's go, it will be too late if you don't leave." 

 

Du Yunyan urged. In her opinion, Ye Chen's identity would not be joking about this kind of thing, there 

must be something wrong with it. 

 


